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AUDIENCE 

• Distributed within the Sunday Telegraph reaching 1 million weekly readers

• The average age of the Stella reader is 43

•  69% are married 

• Half are home owners

• Shops in both high street and in high end stores

• Collectively, spends £104 million on clothing, beauty and cosmetics every month

• Favourite activities include visiting the theatre, going to gigs and dining out
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• The hero products we really 
rate, from skin savers to scents

• Special envoy: meet the 
diplomat turned cosmetics queen

• Gurning: the well-preserved 
woman’s best friend?

• Colour me beautiful: what all 
the best faces will be wearing 
Plus, Bobbi Brown’s day in numbers,  
Liz Earle’s recipes for radiance,  
and Emma Watson’s make-up secrets 
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Peaches poached 
in peach tea and 
bay leaves
S E R V E S  S I X

I used Ahmad Peach & Passion 
Fruit tea (ahmadtea.com) for 
this recipe, though any peach 
tea would do.

�•2 peach tea bags
�•125g (4½oz) granulated sugar
�•3 bay leaves

�•juice of 2 lemons, plus 
2 broad strips lemon peel
�•6 peaches, halved 
and stoned

Put the peach tea bags into 
a jug with 1 litre (1¾ pints) 
boiling water and leave to brew. 
Discard the tea bags and 
pour the tea into a saucepan 
large enough to take all your 
peaches in a single layer. Add 
the sugar, and stir to dissolve. 

Add the bay leaves, lemon juice 
and peel, and the peaches. 
Bring to a simmer and gently 
cook the peaches until they 
are tender. This could take 
between 15 and 30 minutes, 
depending on how ripe your 
peaches are. Keep checking, 
sticking the tip of a sharp 
knife into the hollow where 
the peach stones were. Once 
the peaches are ready, scoop 
them out with a slotted spoon 

and set them on a dish so 
that they are not touching (if 
you pile them on top of each 
other they will continue to 
cook and soften). Remove the 
lemon peel, but not the bay 
leaves, and bring the poaching 
liquid to a boil. Boil until the 
liquid is reduced to a syrup – 
you should have about 250ml 
(9fl oz) of liquid left. Set aside 
to cool completely, leaving 
the bay leaves in the syrup 

FOOD

We have come to believe that, 
where food is concerned, less is 

definitely more. I don’t mean that 
we’re eating less, but that we prefer 
the unshowy. Food writers counsel 
restraint. ‘Keep it simple,’ they say. They 
suggest serving asparagus with no more 
than a drizzle of olive oil, a bowl of 
nothing grander than ripe cherries for 
pudding. But this summer’s faltering 
start has made me a bit rebellious. 
If the weather isn’t going to bring me 
sunshine, then cooking has to. So I’ve 
been making otherworldly puddings. 

It all started when I saw, through 
the window of my local café, a woman 
carrying a tiered wedding cake, taking 
care to keep both it and her fascinator 
in place. The cake was covered in white 
chocolate and a cascade of red berries. 
Through the rain it looked magnificent 
and magical. Then a load of drenched 
children turned up at the café, 

demanding glasses of water for the 
flowers they had picked. They sat eating 
strawberries and drinking milkshakes. 
Fruit and flowers, I thought. No matter 
what weather summer may throw at 
us, we still have fruit and flowers.

Pudding is where we’ve always gone 
a bit mad (just think of those crazy 
pièces montées), probably because it 
isn’t a necessity of life. Most of the 
other stuff we cook we need to survive, 
but sugar? It’s not even good for you. 
So pudding is where you can let your 
imagination roam. Anything tiered 
always gets me. A pyramid of ice-cream-
filled profiteroles with a scented berry 
coulis running down its sides, a layered 
sponge cake stuffed with golden fruits 
and showered with coral-coloured rose 
petals, these thrill me. The meringue 
cake below is just meringues stacked 
and filled, but it’s like something out of 
the Arabian Nights. The Middle East is 

a good place to get inspiration, even 
though its famous dishes, such as 
baklava, are pastry-based, nutty and 
not over-fancy. It’s not the puddings 
themselves but the general approach to 
food – beautiful, jewelled, over the top – 
that is liberating. The apricot recipe is 
from the Middle East, where it is made 
with dried apricots, their plumped-up 
bodies stuffed with kaymak (the nearest 
we have to this is clotted cream). It 
might use simple ingredients but 
the concept is decadent.

‘What’s with the peaches?’ I hear 
you ask. ‘They’re just poached in tea.’ 
Yes, but the tea intensifies their flavour, 
brings a kind of smoky tone. And 
you don’t get that every day. So when 
the sky is the colour of pewter and 
a bowl of strawberries and cream isn’t 
enough to banish it, see what you can 
conjure up with fabulous fruit and 
a little imagination.

FRUIT PUDDINGS

Take some fruit and let the imagination run riot. 
The result: puddings that put a little sunshine 
on the dessert plate. How sweet, says Diana Henry
Photographs by Yuki Sugiura
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Beautiful Ends 
Protection Cream £2.37, 
by Herbal Essences, from 
superdrug.com. A real 
must-have that protects my 
hair from all the styling 
tools and products I use
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Visit telegraph.co.uk/fashion

Rites of Beauty
Katie Holmes, actress

THE TREATMENT
Aveda Botanical Hair and Scalp Treatment

�•In this excellent lunch-hour treat, essential oils are 
applied to your scalp by means of an ayurvedic head 
massage. This stimulates the scalp and allows the oils 
to penetrate the hair, leaving it looking wonderfully 
shiny and healthy and you feeling relaxed. 
£60 for one hour at the Aveda Institute Spa, 
London WC1 (aveda.co.uk)

What’s 
in my
make-up
bag?

1. If I was a mermaid my nails would look like this. Revlon Nail Art Moon Candy 
pens create the perfect texture for this look! 
2. I’ve been messing about with some new Revlon colours today. My favourite is 
Chic, a smouldering smoky blue. 
3. Today I have used gold-leaf, which is great over Chanel’s Black Satin polish. 
4. This is Jessie J sporting my clear ‘squaletto’ tips with holographic foil. 

Nicole Scherzinger
Singer

INSTAGLAM
This week we’re following… jennynails

aka Jenny Longworth, Revlon ‘Nail Ambassador’

Itook modelling 
classes when I was 
little and they talked 

about make-up, but 
I didn’t really pay much 
attention as I was more 
of a tomboy. As a teen 
I was very focused on 
school and I didn’t have 
a beauty philosophy – 
my mother had a very 
nonchalant approach 
to beauty and that 
influenced me. My 
perception of beauty 
was definitely shaped 
by hers and my sisters’.
I have three sisters 

and I would watch 
them put their make-up 
on as they got ready to 
go out. When I did go 
out or go to dances, my 
sister always curled 

my hair and I would put 
on lip-gloss. That was 
about it. Junior high 
was really hard because 
I looked very young – 
I looked like I was eight 
years old. Now it’s 
better, thankfully. I’d 
say I spent most of my 
twenties trying to 
look older than I was, 
which was a mistake 
in retrospect. Now, in 
my thirties, it’s about 
accepting who I am 
and making the right 
choices to make 
me look better.

Luminizing Moisture Tint £29, 
by Jouer, from cultbeauty.co.uk. 
I really like this brand. This is 
tinted so it’s not too heavy and 
is really quick to use

5-Couleurs Lift Palette 
in Lifting Amber

£41, by Dior, from 
selfridges.com.

Dior has the best 
shadows. They go 

on so well. I like neutral 
colours for everyday

Convertible Colour 
in Gladiola £16, 

by Stila (stila.co.uk). 
I love this! It makes 
me look sun-kissed

Facial Treatment Mask
£60 for six, by SK-II, from 

Harrods (harrods.com). 
These are a great quick 

pick-me-up when travelling 
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The mineral make-up brand 
glo-minerals.com is offering four 
Telegraph subscribers £250-worth 
of products each. To enter, log on to 

telegraph.co.uk/subscriber

WIN
THIS

loves

Beauty in a bag? Beauty Food,
the latest supplement from 
the ‘healthy life company’ 
Clean and Lean, combines 
super greens, marine collagen 
peptides and MSM (essential 
in the formation of collagen), to 
super-charge skin, hair and nails. £55; 
bodyism.com or branches of Space NK

This week�’s must do, see, buy 
compiled by Sonia Juttla

Aroma Actives is the new 
skincare range from Geraldine 
Howard, the co-founder of luxe 
brand Aromatherapy Associates. 
Based on the same essential-oil 
blends as the original line, the 
products are fabulous – and very 
reasonably priced. £18, from 
sainsburys.co.uk

The winners of the BBC Sound 
of 2013, Haim have been compared 
to Fleetwood Mac. The Californian 
sisters’ brilliant debut album, 
‘Days Are Gone’, is out tomorrow.

The late American illustrator 
Tony Viramontes captured 
the power and the glory of 
1980s fashion like no other. 
Striking glamazons and moody 
club kids stalk the pages of 
Bold, Beautiful and Damned,
the first collection of his work, 
bringing the decade back to life.
Laurence King, £30
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We’ve always had a soft 
spot for the Asos White 
collection. The clean 
lines, luxurious fabrics 
and excellent palette are 
all work-wear winners. 
Dress, £85, and T-shirt, 
£15; asos.com I∙SPIED

KA T E FI N N I G A N |Style director
‘This is Anya Hindmarch’s Girlie 

Stuff Wash Bag. I haven’t seen 
a better vessel in which to stash all 
a gal’s beautifying treats and tools.’ 

£95, from matchesfashion.com

For more I-Spied products visit 
telegraph.co.uk/ispied

Nestled in the New Forest, 
Chewton Glen hotel has just 

launched a ‘Detox in the Trees’ spa 
programme. Stay in a beautiful 

wooden cabin and follow the 
programme of treatments, juicing 

and cleansing. It’s a brilliant way 
to kick-start a new regime. 

From £2,750, 6-10 October and 
throughout 2014; chewtonglen.com

The To Do List was a sleeper hit in America this summer. The low-
budget, unexpectedly sweet film follows a geeky girl’s efforts to 
complete her sexual ‘to do’ list before starting university. Out on Friday

Katie Rowland, the jewellery 
designer, now has a collection of nail 

varnish to complement her striking, 
sparkly rings. We’re sure to be 

dazzling in her silver nail-art beads. 
£49 for the set; katie-rowland.com

Stella is your weekly guide to living stylishly, 
offering the best in fashion, beauty, interiors and 
food. Crammed with hot-off-the-press advice on 
what, how and where - as well as the most engaging 
female-focused journalism around - Stella is read 
and loved by women of all ages. And who is the 
Stella reader? A woman of both style and 
substance, defined not by her age but by her 
attitude; a woman who, through the way she lives 
and the way she spends, shapes the world around 
her.

Anna Murphy, Editor
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